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Overview

I Did science become more progress-oriented on the eve of the
Industrial Revolution?

I Influential hypothesis by Joel Mokyr on “Industrial
Enlightenment” in Britain

I Use volumes published 1500-1900 and digitized by the
Hathitrust Digital Library to study how the language of
science changed over time
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Contribution

I First systematic evidence for Mokyr’s argument

I At the forefront of emerging tendency in economic history and
historical political economy to use textual information to
measure hard-to-quantify phenomena
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Findings

1. Little overlap in the language of science and religion beginning
in the 17th C

2. Works in the nexus of science and political economy become
more progress-oriented over time

3. Industry-related works become more progress-oriented in the
17th C
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How do we get there?

I LDA modeling: unsupervised method of reducing text
dimensionality

I In reality, many decisions need to be made

I Which ones are crucial and how much?

I Comment #1: Explore this more
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Steps and choices

1. Group volumes by quarter century and only keep distinctive
words (at the top 80% of the tf-idf score)

2. Run LDA which results into 60 topics

3. Group topics into broad categories

I Decide on three categories

I Pick categories of high “incidence”

This requires eliminating a lot of topics. Examples: Topic 5 - love heart

beauti soul sweet dark night; Topic 22 - poet poetri play poem genius

johnson literari; Topic 46 - moral human exist scienc idea principl develop

I Three categories emerge: religion, political economy, science
(each defined by three topics)

Comment #2: Steps 2-3 are done in the entire corpus. More
volumes in later years. LDA represents later years better.
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Comment #3: Some of the evidence suggests less
distinction

The Motion of Fluids, Natural and Artificial is 43.7% science
and 27.7% religion

An Historical and Philosophical Account of the Barometer or
Weather-Glass is 33.7% science and 41.5% religion.
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Defining science
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Defining science

Comment #4: Check if these results hinge on topic 7
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The progress orientation of science
I Progress and its synonyms less likely to apply to religion

I More likely for progress-oriented ideas to be found in
non-religious works

Comment #5: Do we see more progress for a given point in the
triangle?
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Smaller things

I Some discussion on selection of volumes into the corpus

I Optimism placebo “results are nearly the mirror opposite of
those found for progress sentiment”
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Bigger-picture things

I Why not a comparative approach to test Mokyr’s hypothesis?
Was Britain distinct from e.g. the Netherlands only in its
abundance of skilled craftsmen or also in the types of ideas it
picked up on?

I Volumes in the nexus of science and political economy seen as
popular science diffused to lower strata - is it the case?
Volumes seem to contain more direct information on popular
orientation of the work.
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